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QUESTION 1

Hyperledger Fabric essentially implements a private validator network protocol. Which of the following statements are
true? 

A. None of the entities in a network must register with membership services to obtain with access and transaction
authority on the network. 

B. Selected entities in a network must register with membership services to obtain an identity with access and
transaction authority on the network. 

C. All the entities in a network must register with membership services to obtain an identity with access and transaction
authority in the network. 

D. Selected entities in a network must register with Reputation Manager to obtain an identity with access and
transaction authority on the network. 

Correct Answer: C 

Hyperledger is a private validator network protocol. All the entities in a network must register with membership services
to obtain an identity with access and transaction authority on the network. Validators determine the level of permissions
required to transact. The network setup also defines the network as permissive, allowing the ease of access. It supports
for rapid and high adoption for a more controlled and restrictive environment. 

 

QUESTION 2

Instances of an asset created in Hyperledger Fabric are managed in a_________. 

A. registry 

B. JSON based storage 

C. database 

D. file system 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A member can participate in multiple Hyperledger blockchain networks by way of_______ 

A. Channels 

B. Peers 

C. DLT 

D. World State 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

In Hyperledger Fabric there is three types of chaincode. (Select three.) 

A. Private 

B. Hybrid 

C. Access Controlled 

D. Consortium 

E. Public 

F. Compliant 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 5

There are currently three supported ordering services in Hyperledger Fabric and one service is used by developers
experimenting with Hyperledger Fabric networks. What service is this? 

A. PoET 

B. Kafks 

C. SOLO 

D. SBFT 

E. BFT 

Correct Answer: C 

SOLO is the Hyperledger Fabric ordering mechanism most typically used by developers experimenting with Hyperledger
Fabric networks. SOLO involves a single ordering node and Note Development Only. 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following is the best answer when reviewing a "Code Invoking Transaction" in Hyperledger Fabric? 

A. Code invoking transaction is an SOAP API call to a chaincode function and is similar to how a URL pattern invokes a
servlet in J2EE. 

B. Code invoking transaction is an REST API call to a chaincode function and is similar to how a URL pattern invokes a
servlet in Node.js 

C. Code invoking transaction is an API call to a chaincode function and is similar to how a URL pattern invokes a servlet
in Node.js 
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D. Code invoking transaction is an REST API call to a chaincode function and is similar to how a URL pattern invokes a
servlet in J2EE. 

E. Code invoking transaction is an API call to a chaincode function and is similar to how a URL pattern invokes a servlet
in HTTPS 

F. Code invoking transaction is an RPC API call to a chaincode function and is similar to how a URL pattern invokes a
servlet in HTTPS. 

Correct Answer: B 

Code invoking transaction is an REST API call to a chaincode function and is similar to how a URL pattern invokes a
servlet in J2EE. ServletServlet can be used to create a default mappings for servlets. For example, to create a default
mapping to map all servlets to /myservlet/*, so the servlets can be called using http://host:port/web-app-
name/myservlet/com/foo/FooServlet, add the following to your web.xml file. (The web.xml file is located in the WEB-INF
directory of your Web application.) ServletServlet weblogic.servlet.ServletServlet ServletServlet /myservlet/* 

 

QUESTION 7

Exhibit. 

Based on the code snippet displayed, if fn Is nil - what are the possibilities 

A. An error is generated 

B. Shira.Error(err.ErrorO) is returned 

C. get is assumed and processed 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8

Level DB is the default database for Hyperledger Fabric and is particularly appropriate when ledger states comprise
what type of data? 

A. Complex key-value pairs 

B. Rich Queries 

C. JSON data pairs 

D. Simple key-value pairs 

Correct Answer: D 

Simple key-value pairs - LevelDB is the default and is particularly appropriate when ledger states are simple key-value
pairs. A LevelDB database is closely co-located with a network node ?it is embedded within the same operating system
process. CouchDB is a particularly appropriate choice when ledger states are structured as JSON documents because
CouchDB supports the rich queries and update of richer data types often found in business transactions.
Implementation- wise, CouchDB runs in a separate operating system process, but there is still a 1:1 relation between a
network node and a CouchDB instance. All of this is invisible to chaincode. https://hyperledger-
fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.3/ ledger/ ledger.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Member in the context of Hyperledger DLT network refers to: 

A. Legally separate / Independent entities 

B. Entities involved in transactions 

C. Business sponsor of DLT application 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What component on the blockchain maintains the "world state"? 

A. Consensus Algorithm 

B. Reputation Manager 

C. Consensus Manager 

D. Distributed Ledger 

Correct Answer: D 

Distributed Ledger manages the world state and the transaction log in the blockchain. The world state is defined as the
state of all transactions on the Blockchain, where all nodes agree that all blocks on the Blockchain are at the same
state. It implements three key attributes. It efficiently calculates the cryptographic hash of the entire dataset of each
block. It efficiently transmits a minimal "delta" changes to the dataset, when a peer is out of sync and needs to "catch
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up". It minimizes the amount of stored data required for each peer to operate. 

 

QUESTION 11

Consensus algorithms are used because _______________ A. They can include specific rules or conditions to be met 

B. They increase the network security from hacking 

C. They prevent blockchain node failure 

D. They increase network speed 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Exhibit. 

Based on the code snippet displayed, which function adds data to the ledger: 

A. Shim 

B. NFutStare 

C. Response 

D. Peer 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13
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The Hyperledger Project Framework of blockchains is meant for specific use cases for enterprise. Which blockchain
includes a novel consensus algorithm, Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET)? 

A. Hyperledger Iroha 

B. Hyperledger Fabric 

C. Hyperledger Indy 

D. Hyperledger Sawtooth 

Correct Answer: D 

 

Hyperledger Sawtooth is a modular platform for building, deploying, and running distributed ledgers. Hyperledger
Sawtooth includes a novel consensus algorithm, Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET), which targets large distributed validator
populations with minimal resource consumption. 

 

QUESTION 14

When the________, ______________ or ________function of a chaincode is called, the fabric passes the stub
*shim.ChaincodeStub parameter. (Select three.) 

A. Query 

B. List 

C. Invoke 

D. Init 

E. Write 

F. Delete 

Correct Answer: ACD 

When the Init, Invoke or Query function of a chaincode is called, the fabric passes the stub *shim.ChaincodeStub
parameter. This stub can be used to call APIs to access to the ledger services, transaction context, or to invoke other
chaincodes. 

 

QUESTION 15

An_____________ is defined as a communication node that is responsible for the distribution of blockchain transactions
in Hyperledger Fabric. 

A. MSP 

B. Peer Node 

C. Client Node 
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D. Endorsing Node 

E. Orderer 

Correct Answer: E 

Orderer Ordering services handles the main function of the Hyperledger Fabric to maintain consistency in the
transactions processes. Ordering services provides a shared communication to clients and peers and helps in
broadcasting the messages containing transactions. 
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